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To commemorate the 400th anniversary of Shakespeare’s death, D. Lawrence-Young introduces his intriguing,
historical detective novel, Who REALLY wrote Shakespeare?, and tackles the biggest mystery in literature: Was the
famous bard really who he said he was?  

"William Shakespeare was a con man! A faker and a forger!"

Follow the university lecturer David Rhythorpe and his friends as they begin their search for the truth and
investigate how it could be that the writer of the greatest works in English literature rose from obscurity in a small
market town. Did the creator of Hamlet and Macbeth have to be rich and well-educated? Was Shakespeare simply a
cover-name for an anonymous aristocratic playwright?  

In true detective fashion, Daniel and his friends investigate all the possible theories. Their investigation uncovers
the lost histories of Shakespeare and his contempories and the ground-breaking artistry that they had left behind.
In the end, their journey will take the friends right back to where it all started – to Shakespeare’s birthplace in
Stratford-upon-Avon – but will they reach the right conclusions? 

Inspired by Josephine Tey's The Daughter of Time and John Mortimer's series Rumpole of the Bailey, D. Lawrence-Young
has written a fascinating novel of detection and mystery that throws much needed light on the perennial question:
Who really wrote Shakespeare?

D. LAWRENCE-YOUNG is a prolific autor who has spent the last forty-five years teaching History and
English. In addition to Who Really Wrote Shakespeare?, Lawrence-Young has written sixteen other novels –
and many more magazine articles – about travelling and history, indicating not only his wealth of knowledge
about these subjects, but his love of them too. Follow Lawrence-Young’s blog for more fascinating insights
into the life and work of the famous bard: shakespearesbestfriend.blogspot.co.il
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